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INTRODUCTION 
In 1969 Scott constructed "mathematical" models for the it-calculus; see 
Scott (1972). It took some time, however, before a general definition of the 
notion of a it-calculus model was given. This was done independently in
Barendregt (1977, 1981), Berry (1981), Hindley and Longo (1980), Meyer 
(1980), Obtulowicz (1979), and Scott (1980). All of these definitions except 
Berry's are reviewed in Cooperstock (1981). 
There seemed to be some disagreement on the notion of a it-calculus 
model. Barendregt introduced two classes of models, viz. the ),-algebras and 
the it-models. Berry's models coincide essentially with the ).-algebras, 
whereas the models of Hindley-Longo, Meyer, Obtulowicz, and Scott all 
coincide with the it-models. 
Barendregt was inspired by proof theoretic considerations (co- 
incompleteness, see Plotkin, 1974) for introducing both ),-algebras and it- 
models. He did this both in a syntactical and a first order way. We will 
replace his syntactical method by the so-called environment models. (These 
are in fact also syntactical but somewhat easier to handle.) Moreover, 
inspired by Berry (1981) and Meyers (1974) (for the typed it-calculus) we 
give a unified categorical description of both it-algebras and ),-models. By 
methods taken from Scott (1980), it will be proved that the structures thus 
obtained consist of all it-algebras and it-models. The categorical description 
gives a convincing argument that the two kinds of models form a natural 
class of interpretations of the it-calculus. 
In the meantime there seemed to have formed a consensus about the need 
for both it-algebras and it-models. The revised version Meyer (1981) includes 
also ),-algebras. Scott (1980) constructs Cartesian closed categories (ccc's) 
from it-theories; but this construction essentially goes via a it-algebra (it- 
theory-~ term model (which is a it-algebra)~ ccc). We prefer this way of 
describing Scott's construction, because different it-algebras may have the 
same theory, but yet different ccc's. 
Now we will give a short description of the three ways of introducing the 
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2-calculus models, i.e., as environmental models, as first order models, and 
as categorical models. 
1. Environment models (following Hindley and Longo, 1980, Meyer, 
1980, and Koymans, 1979). These are structures ~ = ( l~l ,  .) with maps 
I~o: 2-terms (with constants from I~] )~[~l  satisfying some natural 
conditions (e.g., IMN]o = IM~o • IN]o). Such a structure is a 2-algebra if 
)C F -M = N=~ IML  -= INL .  
!~ is a )c-model if ~ is a )c-algebra nd moreover 
Vd C [gJ~l, IML(x/d) = INL(x/d)=~ I)CX . M L = I)cx . N L .  
2. First order models (following Barendregt, 1981, for )c-algebras and 
Meyer, 1980, and Scott, 1980, for )c-models). These are structures 
9J~ = (I il~l, ", k, s). Such a structure is a )c-algebra if g)~ satisfies the well- 
known axioms for the combinators K and S, e.g., 
~ sxyz = xz (yz)  
and the four Curry axioms, e.g., 
\ 
~ s(ks)(s(kk)) = s(kk)(s(s(ks)(s(kk) i))(ki)) 
with i = skk (=)cx • x); these imply, for example, 9J~ ~ skk = sks. A )c-model 
is a ),-algebra in which moreover 
9)1 ~ Vx(ax = bx) ~ la = lb 
with 1 = s(ki) (=2xy • xy). 
3. Categorical models (following Berry, 1981, for )c-algebras and Meyers, 
1974, and Obtulowicz, 1979, for )c-models). Now the description of a 2- 
algebra consists of a Cartesian closed category with a special object U such 
that U v is a retract of U. If moreover U has enough points, then the )C- 
algebra becomes a )c-model. 
For each of the three approaches it is easy to describe xtensional models. 
All three ways of introducing )c-calculus models have their advantages and 
disadvantages. The environment models are simple to define but rather 
syntactical. To show that some structures are models (as, e.g., term models, 
models consisting of type filters, see Barendregt, Coppo, and Dezani-cian- 
caglini) it is best to take the environmental definition. The first order 
definitions have as advantage that they indicate the model theoretic status of 
the )c-calculus models, but as disadvantage that it is hard to show that some 
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structure is a model. The categorical definitions are important because they 
unify the notions. Moreover for the mathematical structures such as ©oo and 
P~o it is best to prove that they are models via the categorical definition. One 
disadvantage is that we do not immediately see what the interpretation is of 
a it-term in such models. 
One last remark: If the cardinality of the domain of a model equals one, 
the model will be called trivial. Formally these models are included, but it 
may be implicitly understood that we are only interested in nontrivial 
models. 
1. COMBINATORY VERSIONS OF THE ~-CALCULUS 
In this first section the characterization theorem for it-calculus in terms of 
combinatory logic (via the standard translations) will be reviewed. The extra 
finite set of axioms that must be added to combinatory logic to give full 
equivalence to the it-calculus is called the set of Curry axioms. We consider 
the slight variant of calculi with an arbitrary set of constants, to be used in 
Section 2. 
1.1. DEFINITION. Let C be a set of constants. 
(i) 2(C) is the usual itfl-calculus, using constants from C. 
(ii) CL(C) is combinatory logic over S, K, and constants from C. 
(iii) Az is the set of Curry axioms, see Barendregt (1981, 7.3.15). 
1.2. DEFINITION (The standard translation). 
the terms of it(C) and CL(C), respectively. 
(i) it: ~(C)~A(C)  is defined inductively by 
(ii) 
every ~ariable x) by 
(x) x = SKK, 
(x> P= KP 
(x>(PQ) = S((x) P)((x) Q) 
Let A(C) and ~(C) denote 
it(x) = x for x a variable, 
it(c) = c for cCC,  
i t (S )  - -  i txyz  • xz (yz ) ,  
i t (K )  = i t xy  . x ,  
it(PQ) = it(P) it(Q). 
(Abstraction in CL) (x): ~(C)~ ~(C) is defined inductively (for 
if x~P,  
if x E PQ. 
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(iii) CL: A(C)-~ ~(C)  is defined inductively by 
CL(x) = x for x a variable, 
CL(e)=e for eEC,  
CL(MN) = CL(M) CL(N), 
CL(2x • M) = (x) CL(M). 
1.3. Notation. 2(P)=P a for PEg(C) ,  and CL(M)=McL  for 
• t A (C). 
1.4. FACT. 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
Proof. 
(i) 2(C) ~ M= McL.a, 
CL(C) +A~ ~- P = Pa,CL, 
2(C) ~- M = U <=~ CL(C) + A B ~- MCL = XcL, 
CL(C) + A~ ~- P = Q ,> 2(c)  k- Pa = Qa. 
See Barendregt (1981, Chap. 7, Sect. 3). There is nodifficulty in 
taking C into account. II 
1.5. Remark. This fact enables us to replace the theory 2(C), with the 
troublesome variable-binding operator 2, by the purely equational theory 
CL(C)+A~, for which the standard equational model theory can be 
developed, It is the main tool for proving the equivalence of pseudomodels 
and 2-algebras in Section 2. 
1.6. Notation. (i) If gJl = (X,...) is a structure of any kind, where X is 
the domain, we write 
jgnl--x, 
A(~)  =A(C),  where C = {e~ la C ]~l} (and similarly for 2(~),  CL(~)  and 
(ii) Vars = {v 0, vl, v 2 .... } is a countably infinite set of variables. 
(iii) If p ~ X vats, x ~ Vars, d ~ X, then 
p(x/d)(x) = d and p(x/d)(y) = p(y), y ~ x. 
2. PSEUDOMODELS AND ~-ALGEBRAS 
Now we will state the first two definitions of 2-calculus models as 
mentioned in the Introduction: the environmental nd first-order approach. 
Their equivalence will be proved and weak extensionality will be taken into 
account. 
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2.1. DEFINITION (See Hindley and Longo, 1980). 
where .: X 2 -~X and ~ • ~.: A(OJI) X X vars -+X. 
(i) 9)l is a pseudostructure if 
Mo -- 
IcaL = 
IMN L = 
1~x . ML  . d = 
p r FV(M)  = 
~,x.  i L = 
(ii) 9Jl, p~i : -N<:> IML= INL ,  
gJ~ ~ M = N ~:> Vp C X wrs, 
(iii) 
Let ~ = (X,., ~[. ~.), 
p(x) for x a variable, 
a for aEX,  
IMIo" INL ,  
IML(x/d>, 
a r FV(M)  => IML  = ~i~,  
I)~y. i [x /y ] l  o if y ~ i .  
931 is a pseudomodel if
2(9Jl) ~- M= N ~ 701 ~ M = N 
~,p~M=N.  
2.3. DEFINITION. 
(X,., s, k), where 
s = b~xyz, xz (yz )~y,  
(This does not depend on p.) 
gJI ~ A ~. 
(i) Let 9J~ be a pseudostructure. Define 9J~'= 
k = I)Lxy. x~ff. 
and 
~ Kxy = x, 
924 ~ Sxyz = xz (yz )  
(for all M, N C A (gJl)). 
Sometimes we will leave out • and write ab in stead of a • b. Terms will be 
associated to the left, so abe means (ab) c. 
2.2. DEFINITION (cf. Barendregt, 1981). Let gJ~= (X, . , s ,k ) ,  . :xZ--+X, 
s, k ~ X. ~ is a k-algebra if 
CL(gJI) + A s ~ M= N ~ ffJl ~ M = N 
(satisfaction here as in equational logic; S ~ = s, K ~ = k). That is, 
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(ii) Let ~ be a 2-algebra. Define 9J/+ = (X,.,  I" 1.), where 
IMlo = (McL)o (in the sense of equational logic). 
2.4. THEOREM. (i) Let ~ be a pseudomodel. Then ~ '  is a 2-algebra 
and 9Jl' + =_ ~.  
(ii) Let ~ be a 2-algebra. Then ~ + is a pseudomodel and ~ +' =- ~.  
Proof. (i) We claim (P)o ~' = IPaL ~ for P c CL(~) .  Proof: Induction 
on the structure of P. 
Now assume CL(DJI') +A s ~ P = Q. Then 
)~(gYt) ~- Pa = Qa, 
SO 
vp IPAY = IQdY. 
By the claim ~JJl' ~ P = Q. Therefore 93/' is a 2-algebra. This leaves us with 
IM ly  '+= IM]o ~, but that is an easy consequence of the definition and the 
claim. 
(ii) It is easy to prove that ~ + is a pseudostructure, using the well- 
known properties of (x) in CL. Now assume 2(DJ I+)~-M=N.  Then 
CL(DJ/) + A s }- MCL = NCL. So ~Jl ~ MCL = NCL. Therefore IMHo ~+ = 
(McL)o ~ = (UcL)o ~ = INL ~+. Claim: 
(P)y = iPAy + 
Proof: IPaL ~+ = (Pa,cL)o = (P)o ~" Consequently s = (S)~ = I2xyz.  
xz(yz)~o +and similarly for k. So ~+' -~.  | 
2.5. 
satisfies 
DEFINITION. (i) Let ~ be a pseudomodel. ~ is a model if it 
Vd(~M~o{x/a ) = INL(x /a) )~ 12x. M L = ~2x. N L .  
(ii) Let 9J/ be a 2-algebra. 9J/ is a 2-model if it satisfies 
Vd(d o .d=d 1 .d ) - - * l .do=l .d  I for all d0,d 1~19J1l. 
Here 1 =aef s(ki), where i =aer skk. 
(¢) 
(G) 
2.6. THEOREM. Let ~ be a pseudomodel. ~l is a model ~ '  is a 2- 
model. 
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Proof. => Assume Vd(d o • d = d 1 • d). An application of (~) gives 
" CdoX  = " cd ,xB .  
But ,~(gJ~) ~ ,~x. CdoX = Sa(Kx la )  Cdo, where I = SKK.  So ~/lx • caox I = 1 • d o 
and similarly for d 1. 
We work in g)/' + - 921l. 2(92l) ~- Sa(Ka Ia) (2x  • M)  = 2x • M,  so 
~)~x. M L = 1 • l ) .x.  M]o.  Assume Vd( IML~x/a)= ~NL(x/a)), equivalently 
Vd(I2x . M L . d= ~)~x . u L . d). By (~)  1.  I)~x . M L= I . I2x . N lp .  So 
by the above I2x.  M L = [2x.  N~o. | 
We refer to (~), or equivalently (~1), as (the axiom of ) weak exten- 
sionality. Of course, by Theorem 2.4, Theorem 2.6 has a dual: A 2-algebra 
93l is a )~-model iff 9Jl + is a model. 
3. CATEGORICAL MODELS 
From now on C denotes an arbitrary Cartesian closed category (ccc), U 
an object in C and i , j  maps in C such that 
U v ~ U, j o i = idvv. 
J 
We say that U v is a retract of U via i and j. 
Now, ( , )  denotes the usual pairing function(s), P l ,  P2 are the projections 
on the first and second factor, respectively. As usual, for maps f ,  g, we define 
fX  g = ( f °P l ,g  °P2)" 
Here T is the terminal object of C, !A is the unique arrow in Hom(A, T). In 
addititon, ev denotes the evah]ation map (indexed if necessary). If 
f : A × B ~ C, A ( f ) :  A ~ C a is the exponential adjoint of f .  
We note some equations: 
ev o A ( f )  × id B =f ,  
A(h  o g X i ds )=A(h)  o g, 
( f ig )  o h = ( fo  h ,g  o h), 
f×  g o (h ,k )= ( fo  h ,g  o k). 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
Now we will show how this setting enables us to define a pseudomodel 
with domain all "elements" of U: arrows from T to U. 
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3.1. DEFINITION. (i) U ° = T, U "+~ = U" × U. (Note that U l = 
T × U ~ U, but U ~ ~ U. This is convenient for a uniform treatment of inter- 
pretation.) 
(ii) For  f l  .... , f ,  maps with a common 
]fl  ..... f , ]  are defined by induction on n: 
So 
We have 
(iii) 
domain A, [fl ..... f . [  and 
[ [=1]=~,  
[f l  ..... L ,L+~[=([ f l  ..... L[ ,L+, ) ,  
I l l  ..... L ,L+, ]=(A ,  lf~ ..... L+, ] ) .  
[... [ denotes association to the left and ]. . .]  association to the right. 
[f , , . . . ,L[ o h = [L o h ..... f ,  o hi, 
]A  .... , L ]  ° h= ]f ,  ° h ..... f .  o h]. 
Let A = x~ ..... x ,  be a sequence of different variables. 
#A = n, XA  = U #a. 
~axt: XA  ~ U is defined by 
7~ A x, =P2,  
~] , . . ,  x. = ~i , . . .x , ,_ ,  o p ,  (i ~ n). 
(iv) Let A = x 1,..., x , .  
z~\X ~ X 1 ~...~ X i _ l ,  Xi+l~.. .  ~ Xn~ 
A; x = A \x ,x ;  
I~ l  = 1)~1 ,..., Xn}" 
(v) Let IF] ~ I~1. Then define H~:XA -~XF  by 
z~ A A 
Hy ...... Ym = [7[yl ..... 7~Ym[" 
I f  x ~ A, F we have 
if x ~ x i, 
if x~A;  
(5) 
Ha,X rt~ × 
A,X Haa 'x =P l ,  Hx =P2,  Ha = id. 
(6) 
(7) 
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(vi) For any object A, let "A: Horn(A, U) 2 ~ Hom(A, U) be defined by 
f .Ag=ev o ( jo f ,  g). It is easy to see that for any h:B~A 
(f 'A g) ° h = ( fo  h) "B(g ° h). (8) 
Let X= Horn(T, U); • = "r; ~ = (X, .). 
(vii) Let M e A(~) ,  IAI 2 FV(M). Define IMIA: XA --* U by induction 
on M 
A ~x]~ = ~x, 
Ie~la = a o H~>, 
IMNL = IML .~  IUl~, 
IXx . M la  = i o A( IMla;x  ) o HaA\x .
(viii) I fpEX va~s we put pa = [p(x~) ..... p(x,)[: T~XA.  
(ix) IM]o = IMI~,v(M) o pVV(M), where 
M E A(~) ,  p E X vars and FV(M)  is the set of free variables of M 
(say, in alphabetical order). 
(x) All this information defines a structure 
~c  = (X,.,  h i . ) -  
XI~, . . ,X  n 3.2. LEMMA. (i) ~x~ ° [L  .... ,L[=f~" 
(ii) H~ ..... x"° [f~ ..... f~[ = [f~[-----(!,fi). 
(iii) H~ = nr  o l l~,  where 
(iv) pr =H~ opa, where I r l -~ I~1. 
Proof. (i) Induction on n -  i. 
(ii) Immediate by (i) and the definitions. 
(iii) Using (i), we see that 
7Z r o / ' / F  ~ =- 7r/~ 
Yi Yi" 
Then, writing 0 = Yl,.--, Yk, 
: A A [ (9) /~/~.  n~ o n~ " '  [ . , ,  ,k ..... ~,k 
(iv) Similarly. I 
(9) 
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3.3. LEMMA. (i) I f lA l~_]F l~_FV(M) , then  
~Mh = IMlro n~.  
(ii) IMlo = IM~a o pa for all A @ FV(M).  
(iii) Let IAI =- {x l ..... x,} ~ FV(M)  and IFI @ FV(N, )U  ... W FV(N,) .  
Suppose N is substitutable (simultaneously)for x in M, then 
IM[x := N]~ r = IM~ao [IN'r[. 
Proof. (i) Induction on M~A(~) :  
~x~ = ~x = ~x° 
Ucol~ = a o n~> = a o n f>o n¢  = Ico]~ ° he ,  
~MN]a = IML .  INCa = (IM]r o llav) • (IN~r o Hat) 
~( Im]r  • ~N~r ) o Hat = ~MN~r o I1¢, 
I2x . m~a = i o A ( Imla ;x  ) ° H]\x 
(IH) i A( iml r ;x  o a;x 
(6) ioA( IM~r;  o rTa\X~id) oH~ 
= rra\~ Haa (2) i o A(IM~r;x ) o "*~x o \x 
(ii) IM]], = IMIFv(M) 0 RFV(M) = ~M~Fv(M) 0 HFV(M o RZ~ ~_ 
iMla o pa, according to Lemmas 3.2(iv) and 3.3(i). 
(iii) By induction on MCA(!~;I). The only difficult case is when 
M=-~y.P .  Let IA'!=_FV(M)~_]A], say 3~=x '. Let N' be the 
corresponding subsequence of N. Note that y ~ A' and y ~ FV(N' )  (this 
because of substitutability of N for x in M). 
~M[x :=N]~r = I),y. P[x' :=N' ,y  :=Y]~r 
=i  o A( IP[x '  :=U' ,y  :=Y]~r;y)oH~\y 
(in)= i oA( Ip la , ;y  o [[N'~r;y , ~Y~F;y[)o //r\yr 
(7), _3(i) i o A(Ip~a ,~yo ([ [X'~r\y [ o p~ ,P2)) ° Hr\y 
(4)= i o A(Ipla,;y o [IU'lr\y [ × id) °//e\yr 
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(2,,3.3(i) i o A(~pL,;y ) o [~N'lr [ 
(5), 3_2d,)i o A( IpL , ; , )o  H~;\,o H~,o [~N~r [ 
=- IZy . PL ,  o Haa,o [~N~r [ 
= ~MLo [IN~r[. I 
From now on the use of Mix := N] will imply that N is substitutable for x 
in M. 
3.4. COROLLARY. (i) Let IAI ~ FV(2x . M) and IFI ~ FV(N) U 
rV(ax . M) and IFI ~ IA\xl. Then ~M[x := S]~ r = ~M~a;x o (Hr\x, IUlr). 
(ii) Let ]AI ~ FV(Ax. m), x, y ~ A. Then fM[x :=Y]~a;y = ~ML;x- 
Proof (i) Apply Lemma 3.3(iii) to A' =_ FV(2x • M), x and/ ' .  
(ii) Apply Corollary 3.4(i) to A and F' =-A;y. | 
3.5. THEOREM. Let IA I ~ FV(M) U FV(N), then 
2(9J 0 ~- M= N::> ~M L =- INCa. 
Proof By induction on the length of proof. We only need to check 
axioms (a) and (fl), because the rest is trivial. 
(a) Let IA I -FVO~x.  M) (then x, ygSA). 
i'~Y " MIx :=Y]L  = i o A(~M[x :=y] la ; , )  o Ha\y 
3.4=(ii)  o A(~ML;x) o id = ~2x. M~a. 
(fl) Let [A I - FV(£x.  M) t_) FV(N). 
~(2x. M) N~a = (i o A(~ML:x) o H~\~) • ~N~a 
=ev ( jo  i A(IMla;x ) a o o o Tl kx, ~NL) 
(4),joi=id 
= ev o A(IM~a;x ) × id o (//a\~, ~N~a) 
(') ~ML; x o (Ilaa~z, INla) 
= ~M[x := N] ~a (using Corollary 3.40) with F = A). 
This establishes the results for IAI_ = FV(2x • M) (resp. IA[~ FV(,~x • M)U 
FV(N)). 
For A' _~A, use Lemma 3.3(i). | 
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3.6. COROLLARY. ~C is a pseudomodel. 
We call ~c  the pseudomodel generated by (C, U, i,j). 
This shows how to obtain a pseudomodel from special data in a ccc. In 
Section 4 we will show that essentially every h-algebra can be obtained that 
way. 
4. CATEGORICAL MODELS INDUCED BY /~-ALGEBRAS 
In this section ~ = (X,., s, k) is a fixed h-algebra. We identify 9~ with its 
associated pseudomodel 9J/+. Put b = Ihxyz • x(yz)~ and 
uov=b.u .v ,  so o:X2~X.  
4.1, 
~,  is defined by 
Objects 
Arrows 
Identities 
Composition 
DEFINITION (See Scott, 1980). C~, the category associated with 
{u~Yluou=u},  
Hom(u, v )= {f  C X I v o f o u =f} ,  
id u = u, 
Comp: Horn(u, v) X Hom(v, w) ~ Horn(u, w) 
(f,g)~-~ g of. 
4.2. LEMMA. C~ is a ccc with a special object U, of  which U v is a 
retract. 
Proof. We supply the relevant definitions: 
Terminal object 
Products 
Exponents 
Special object 
Embedding 
Projection 
T = ~hxy. y~ = IF], 
u x v = Ihxy .  
v u = ~hx • c~ o x o cu~, 
U= skk = ~2x . x~, 
u, i=  lhxy . xy l  = I l l ,  
U ~ U v, j = Ihxy. xyI = I11. 
These constructions will be analysed further in Section 6 and 7, where fully 
detailed proofs are given: see the remarks after Lemma 7.2. 
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1~[2-~ I~c~ I be the canonical map from ~ to 4.3. DEFINITION. Let 
the )--algebra generated by the category associated with ~,  defined by 
4~(u) = k.  u. 
4.4. DEFINITION. (i) Let TJI i=  (Xi, "i, si, ki) be )--algebras i=  0, 1. 
4: ]~Jl0] ~ ]9311] is a homomorphism if
4( u °0 U) = 4(U) *1 4(V)' 
4(So) = S,, 4(ko) = k, .  
(ii) Let ~ i= (Xi,.i, ~" ~{) be pseudostructures. 4:1~01 ~ I~,1 is a 
homomorphism if
where 
O(u "o v) = 4(u).,  4(v), 
4(IMp°o) * '  =UM Lo, 
M"; ~ M with all c u replaced by co,u), 
p°~4o p. 
(iii) Isomorphisms are bijective homomorphisms (as a consequence: 4 
isomorphism => 4-1 isomorphism). 
4.5. LEMMA. Let ~,  9l be ).-algebras and let 4:1~1 -~ 1911. Then 4 is a 
homomorphism ~ -~ 91 ~ (~ is a homomorphism ~ + ~ 9l + 
Proof Trivial. | 
Again we also have the dual of Lemma 4.5. 
4.6. THEOREM. 4~ is an isomorphism. 
Proof By Lemma 4.5 it suffices to prove 
(a) 4~(u" v) = 4~(u): 4~(v). 
(b) 4~(s) = s, 4~(k) = k. 
Here., _s, k are operators in 9Jlc~, e.g., 
_s-- I)-xyz • xz (yz )~.  
(c) 4~ is bijective. 
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Let us first note some equations in C~: 
Projections u X v m u, P l  = ~2x. c,(xK)l ,  
u × v P~> v, P2 = 12x" e~(xr)~. 
g 
Pair ing Let u ~ v, u ~ w, 
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then (f,  g)  = I2xy. y(e:x)(egX)~. 
f~ 
Products Let u i ~ vi, i -= 1, 2, 
thenf~ × f2 = ~2xy" y(c:,(cul(xK)))(%(c,~(xF)))l. 
Evaluat ion ev: v u × u ~ v,  
ev = 12x. cv((xK)(c~(xF)))~. 
Exponent ional  adjoint: let u × v f w,  then 
A( f )  = I2xy . c¢(2z, zxy)~: u ~ w v. 
(a) O~(u) :O~(v)  = (k .u )  • (k .v )  = ev  o ( j  o ku, kv)  = 
I)cx. xK(xF)]o ~2xy .y ( l (Kc ,  x))(Kevx)~ = I)l,x. le~(cv) 1 = k .  (u .  v) = 
O~(u . v). 
(b) Let us calculate s ~- I2xyz . xz(yz)]~c~ = ~2xyz , xz(yz)].  
~XL,y,z = P2 o Pl o Pl ---- ~X " xKKF~ ~, 
~Ylx,y,z= P2 °Pl  = 12x 'xKF I  ~, 
Mx. , :  = p~ = I,~x. x r l  '~ 
ev oj × id = 12x. xK(xF)] ~, therefore u .  v = I2x .  c,x(c~,x)~ ,so 
IxzL, y,~ = I2x-  xKKF(xF)~ ~, 
I yz ]~,y,~ = I2x. xKr (x r )  ~ ~, 
m = Ixz(yz)~,~,y,z = I2x. xKKr (xr ) [xKr (xF) ]  1 ~, 
_s = (i o A)  3 (m) = (i o A)  2 ( I2yz. yKrz[yFz]~ ~) 
= i o A( I2xyz .  xFz(yz)~ ) = ~2x'xyz. xz(yz)]  ~. 
So s -- k .  s --- O~(s). In an analogous way _k -- ~(k ) .  
(c) Clearly ~ is injective, so it suffices to prove: for every 
v C Hom(T,  U) there exists u ~ [~ l  with v = k .  u. Let v C Horn(T, U), so 
v = [I2x" I(cv(Fx)) ~. That is, v = k .  IcvI~. Choose u = Ic~I~. | 
643/52/3 6 
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5. WEAK EXTENSIONALITY AND EXTENSIONALITY 
Now we will investigate how weakly extensional and extensional models 
behave from the categorical viewpoint. 
5.1. DEFINITION. Let 93l = (X, .,...) be a structure. 
9Jl is extensional (wrt • ) if Vd @ X(d  o • d = d 1 • d) =~ d o = dl,  
Note that this is a sharpening of (~1) in Definition 2.5. 
5.2. LEMMA. Let  Tf~ = (X,. ,  s, k) be a ).-algebra. Then 9Jl is extensional 
i f f  93l satisfies weak extensionality and 931 ~ 1 = I (i.e., 1 = s • k • k). 
Proof  only i f  1.  d . e = d . e = s . k . k . d . e. 
/f Suppose Vd(d o -d=d 1.d).  By (~)  1 -d  o=l -d l .  So skkd o=skkd~ 
or do=d~.  II 
5.3. THEOREM. Let  (C, U, i , j )  be given. 
(i) I f  C has enough points at U, that is, 
f 
VU 
g 
I U~T x U( f¢g~foxq=gox) ,  
then ~c  is a 2-model. 
(ii) I f  i o j= idu ,  then 9-J~c~ 1 =I .  
P roo f  First calculate I)~x • MxL ,  IA [ D FV(M)  ~b x. 
. MxL  - -  i o A( MxL;x) o 
= i o A(ev o ( j  o IML~x,p2))  o//aa\ x
---- i o A(ev o ( j  o IM~a\x ) × id) o Uaa\, 
= i o j  o IML .  
(i) C has also enough points at U 1 ~ U. Every g: T~ U ~ is of the 
form g--- ( id , f )  for some J2 T-~ U. 
Now assume Vd(d o • d = d 1 • d). Then Vd(ev o ( j  o do, d) = ev o 
( jod l ,d ) ) .  So Vd(evo( jodo)×ido( id ,  d )=evo( jod l )× ido( id ,  d)). 
By the above evo( jodo)×id=evo( jod l )× id .  By adjunction and 
composition with i 
I~,x . eaox] = ~),x . ed~X ] id est 
1 • d o = 1 • d I . 
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(ii) It follows that l`ix • M4a = ~M~a for all M. In particular we have 
9£~ I=L  II 
5.4° 
at U. 
(ii) 
THEOREM. (i) I f  9£ is a ,t-model, then C~ has enough points 
I f  gJl ~ 1 =I,  then in C~ we have i o j=  id v. 
Proof. (i) We show that C~ has enough points everywhere. Assume 
a ~£b are given maps. Now note that for all u E t~]  k(au) is a map from T 
to a. So assume gu C I~1 (No k(au) =g o k(au)). This means gu C t9£1 
(k(f(au)) = k(g(au))). 
Equivalently Vu~l~l ( ( foa)u=(goa)u) .  Using (~i), 1 . ( foa)= 
1 • (g  o a). Now note that fo  a =f ,  g o a =g and moreover f is a function 
( f=b of= I`ix. cb(cyx)~, so 1 . f=fand  the same for g. So f=g.  
(ii) i o j=~l~o ~l~=I1]=~I~=id  v. II 
As a corollary we see, that ~ is extensional if and only if C~ has enough 
points and io j= id  v, so that U v is in fact isomorphic to U, not only a 
retract. 
6. CARTESIAN CLOSED MONOIDS 
In Section 4 we introduced the category C~ associated with a given ` i- 
algebra 992. Now we are going to analyse this process a little further. 
It appears that the category C~ is of a very special nature and can be 
conveniently described in terms of a certain algebraic structure, called a 
Cartesian closed monoid (CCM). The idea of associating a monoid with a 
given ` i-theory (see Section 7) and showing that this monoid is Cartesian 
closed goes back to Scott. 
Let us first associate a category to any monoid M = (X, o, I). 
6, I. 
by 
DEFINITION. 
Objects 
Arrows 
Identity 
Composit ion 
Let M = (X, o, I )  be a monoid. Define a category C M 
{u C X; u o u = u}, 
{fCX;  v o fo  u =f}  = Hom(u, v), 
id, = u, 
Horn(u, v) X Horn(v, w) ~ Hom(u, w) 
( fg )~-~gof  
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6.2. 
(ii) 
(iii) 
Proof 
(ii) 
LEMMA. (i) fC  Horn(u, v) ¢:> v o f=fAfo  u =f.  
C M is indeed a category. 
I is a universal object in CM. 
(i) Trivial. 
Composition is well defined: use (i). Associative and identity laws 
for composition follow from the associative law in M and the definition of 
arrow. 
(iii) For every object u we have u~I  represents u as a retract of 
I. 1 
So in the category C~t we get the special object I for free. Therefore we 
can start interpreting 2-calculus as soon as we know C M is Cartesian closed. 
Essentially this is the case when M is a CCM as defined as follows: 
6.3. DEFINITION. Let M = (X, o, I )  be a monoid; let p, q, e E M be 
constants; let A:M~M,  ( . , , ) :ME-~M be operations. ~l_¢ = (M, p, q, 
( . , . ) ,e ,A )  is a (CCM) if it satisfies the following axioms (for all 
u,v ,w~X) :  
(I) 
(n) 
(I I I) 
( iv)  
(v) 
(vI)  
po(u ,v )=u,  qo(u ,v )=v,  
(u, v )  o w = <u o w, v o w>, 
e o (p, q) = e, 
A (~) o ~t (u) = A (u), 
e o (A(u)op,  q )=u o (p,q) ,  
A(e o (u °p ,q ) )=A(e)o  u. 
Notations for a CCM: _M, M, or even X. 
What we want to show is that the category C M associated with a monoid 
M is Cartesian closed if and only if we can consider M as a CCM. To 
separate the arguments we first consider the case of products. 
6.4. DEFINITION. M = (X, o, I ,p ,  q, (., .)) is a monoid with pairing if M 
satisfies 6.3(I) and 6.3(II). 
6.5. THEOREM. Let M be a monoid. Then C~ has products ~ There 
exist p, q, (., • ) making M into a monoid with pairing. 
Proof => Let us define p and q as the first and second projection, 
respectively, from I × I onto I. To define (u, v) for u, v ~ X, consider u and 
v as arrows in Horn(I, I )  and construct he usual diagram 
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1 
/ l ,  
I {~'~>~ I X L ( , )  
I 
Here, (u ,v )  is the unique arrow making 
immediately.  To prove {u, v) o w = {u o w, 
I 
I .w ~I ~u'v>~IXI. 
I 
Here (u, v} o w makes the outside tr iangles commute,  so 6.3( I I )  holds. 
~ For  any objects u, v ~ CM, define 
u X v = (u op,  v o q), (1) 
(p~,: u X v -* u) = u o p, (q,~,: u X v --* v) = v o q. (2) 
We will show that this defines a product  in C M. 
( i )  u X v is a well-defined object 
u×vouXv=(uop,  voq)  ou×v 
{14~ (u op  o u X v, v o q o u X v) 
{Id (u o u op,  v o v o q} 
=(uop,  voq)=u X v. 
(ii) P~v is a well-defined arrow in Hom(u  X v, u) 
(i) UOpuv oUXV=uouopouXv = uououop 
= u op =Puv. 
Simi lar ly qu~ @ Hom(u X v, v). 
(*) commute.  So 6.3(I) fol lows 
v o w), consider 
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(iii) Now let f :  w~u,  g: w~ v be given 
U 
/ L  
W-------rUXV. 
I quv 
V 
We claim ( f ,g )  is the unique arrow making this diagram commute: 
(f, g) ~ Hom(w, u × v), for 
(1)(If) (Uop ( f ,g )  ow, voqo  uxvo( f ,g )  ow = o 
(f~ g) O W) (!)~) (U o f  O W, V O g O W) = (f, g). 
(f, g) makes the diagram commute, because of (I). For uniqueness, 
SO: 
Here 
assume h makes the diagram commute, hEHom(w,u  X v), 
h = (u x v) o h =m (u op, v o q) o h =""  (Puv ° h, quv o h) = ( f ,g ) .  | 
Note that if the product is defined as in Theorem 6.5 (~) we have: 
For any arrows f, g: f x g = ( f  o p, g o q). 
(Formally the same as for objects; this allows confusion 
identity arrows.) 
In particular I X I = id t X id t = id/× t = (p, q). (4) 
We a lsohavef× g o h × k=fo  h × g o k. (5) 
When using (1) as an abbreviation we can restate Definition 6.3(III)-(VI) by 
(III') eo lX I=e,  
(IV') A(e) oA(u)=A(u) ,  
(V') eoA(u)  X I .=-uo lX I ,  
(vv)  A(e o u XO- -A(~)  o u. 
6.6. THEOREM. Assume M=(X,o , I )  is a monoid. Then C~ is 
Cartesian dosed <~> There exist p, q, (., .), A, e, making M into a CCM. 
Proof. We did the "productpart" in Theorem 6.5. So now our concern is 
about exponentiation i  C~ and A, e in M. As products and exponentiation 
are only defined up to isomorphism, we may assume that the 
"productstructure" in C M is defined by (1) and (2) in the proof of 
Theorem 6.5. 
(3) 
of objects and 
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=> Define e as the evaluation 
I ;  X I ev"'t=e ~ I. 
For any uEX,  u o lX I~ Hom(IXI, I). Then let A(u) be the exponential 
adjoint of u o (p, q) 
I1X I  * ~ I  
IX I  
(**) 
(Warning: Note that we use A here differently as in Section 3, where it 
denoted exponential adjoint; this use of A can be defended by noting that the 
two notions coincide when f is a map with a product as domain, as we shall 
see in 6.6(~)(iv)). 
Now 6.3(V') follows from the commutativity of (**). Then 
e~Hom(I1XLI )  implies e=eoI1XI=~S) eo lZ×Io lX I=eo lX I  
and this is Definition 6.3(II I ') .  
As we just saw: e o I t × id, = e o I X I and I* E Horn(I, It). So I t makes 
(**) (where u = e) commute in place of A(e). 
By uniqueness A (~) = I I. (6) 
Now A (u) ~ Hom(I ,  1 I) =~6) Horn(I, A (e)), so A (e) o A (u) = A (u) and this 
is 6.3(IV'). It remains to prove 6.3(VI'). Consider the diagram 
f X I  ~ * I  
I X I eouX lo  lX l .  
u × idll / ~uNI 
IX I  
Now A(e) X lou×I  makes the outside triangle 
uniqueness of exponential adjoint, using (5), we see that 
A(e) o u =A(c  o u × I). 
commute, so by 
This is 6.3(VI'). 
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Define evu,v=vo~olXu ,  v~=A(ev~,~). 
subscripts) 
(i) v" is a well-defined object 
Then (leaving out 
vU o v u (l~') A(e) o v u o v u (v~') A(e o (v ~ o v u) × I)  
(S2A(s o v ~ X lo  v ~ ×I )  (v=~) A(ev o I×  Io  v" × I)  
~5=~ A(v  o ~ o v u ×Io  IX  u) ~V,) A (v  o ev o IX  Io  IX  u) 
= A(v  o e o I X u )=A(ev)= v u. 
(ii) ev ~ Hom(v u X u, v), for 
voevovUxu=vovoeo lXuovUXu 
(57 vU X i  o l X u ~13o~o 
(V') 
= voevo I×u 
=vovo~olXuo lXu  
=vo¢o lXu=ev.  
(iii) There is a more general version of (VI ' ) :  
(vI s) A(v  o u x I) =A(v)  o u, for 
A(v  o u X I) (52 A(v  o IX  Io  u X I )  
~V,) A(e o A(v )  × I o u X I) 
~52 A(e o (A(v) o u) × I) 
%'~ A(e)  o A(v )  o u .v , )  A (v )  o u. 
(iv) Now let w × u ~ v. Then A( f )  C Hom(w, v u) 
(VIS) 
v uoA( f )  ow = A(evo(A( f )  ow)×I )  
~2 A(v  o ~ o A( f )  X I o w X u) 
~V--) A (v  o f  o l X I o w× u) 
~'2 A(v  o f°  w × u) =A( f ) .  
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Then 
ev o A ( f )  X idu = ev o (.4 ( f )  o w) X u 
(5) 
= voeoA( f )  X low×u 
~v___') v o fo  I × I o w × u 
~s___) v o fo  w X u =f .  
So A( f )  is the exponential adjoint o f f  if it is the unique h: w + v" such that 
ev o (h X idu) =f i  
Let h have these properties, then 
h = v" o h = A(ev) o h (VI~S)A(ev o h X I)  
=A(ev  o lX  u o h × I )  
(s_) A(ev o h X u )=A( f ) .  
(v) What about the terminal object? (VI s) implies A(q) o u= 
A(q o u × I )=(1)A(q)  for all u CX.  By taking u =A(q)  we see that A(q) is 
an object and moreover u C Hom(a,A(q))  iff A(q)o u o a= u iff A (q )= u, 
so A(q) is a terminal object. | 
7. THE CCM OF A ,,],-ALGEBRA 
In Section 4 we associated a CCM C~ with any 2-algebra 5JL Now we 
show that C~ in fact equals CM~ (as defined in Section 6), where M~ is the 
CCM associated with the 2-algebra 9~ as will be defined now. 
7.1. DEFINITION. Let 93~ be a 2-algebra. M~ = M = (X, o , / ,  p, q, (., .), 
e ,A( . ) )  is the CCM defined as follows: 
X= {a C I~[[a = 1;~x. c°x~t 
(i.e., X consists of the "function-elements" in ~)  
a o b = I2x.  e~(ebx)~, 
I = I~.x. x l ,  
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p = l;tx. xKB, 
q = ~;tx. xF] ,  
(a, b) = ~;tx. [e,x,  eoX]~, 
e = ~;tx. xK(xF) ] ,  
A (a )  = I;txy . ea[x,y]] .  
Here [M, N] =def2Z • zMN is ;t-calculus pairing. 
7.2. LEMMA. M~ as defined in 7.1 is indeed a CCM. 
Proof. All defined objects are "function"-elements in 9J/ 
start with ;tx. Furthermore: 
a o I = I ;tx. ea(elx)]  = I ; tx.  eaX ~ = a, 
I o b = I ;tx.  el(ebx)~ = I;tx. eax ] = b, 
(a o b) o e = I;tx . ea(eb(e~x))~ = a o (b o e), 
p o (a, b) = ~;tx. (2y.  yK)[eaX, cbx]~ 
= ~;tx. e~x] =a.  
Also q o (a, b) = b. 
(a ,b>o e= 
e o (p ,  q> = 
A(e)  o A(a )  = 
e o (A(a)  o p, q) = 
U;tx. (;ty. [cay, eby])(ccx)] 
I;tx" lea(cox), cb(ccx)]] 
I;tx " [e~o~x, Cbo~X]] = (a o e, b o c). 
~)~x. (;ty. yK(yF) ) [cpx ,  eqX]] 
~;tx . c~x(e~x)H 
I;tx xK(xF)~ = ~. 
~2x (;tyz . C~[y,z])(;ty" ea[x,y])]  
~;tx (;tyz . yz)(;ty . ea[x,y])  ~ 
~;tx ;tz . e~[x,z]~ =A(a) .  
~;tx ca(~)ol, X(CqX)~ 
~.x (2yz . ea[y ,z ] ) (xK) (x r )~ 
~;tx Ca[XK, xV]] 
~)~x ea(e<p,q>X)~ = a o (p,  q>. 
because they 
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A(e o (a op, q)) = ~2xy. (2z. zK(zF))[ca(cplx, Y]), eq[x,y]]~ 
= ~)~xy. caxy~ 
= ~X" (~zy" zy)(CaX)~ 
= ~,~zy.  zyD o a =A(O o a. | 
Comparing Definitions 4.1 and 6.1 we see, that C~-CM~.  Furthermore 
we see that the definitions in Lemma 4.2 are consistent with the 
constructions in Theorem 6.5(<=). 
Now that we have an algebraically simple form for the category C~ we 
are working with, it is interesting to see whether we can simplify and 
uniformize the corresponding interpretation. In order to do this we first 
define a variant of the interpretation in an arbitrary (C, U, i,j) as in 
Section 3, that suits our purposes. 
To state the definition of interpretation, we need a "permutationoperator" 
$,: 
7.3. DEFINITION. Let A E Ob(C). 
(i) U~ is defined by 
UA-~-~UXA,  uAn+I=UXUA n , 
(ii) $a: U~ ~ U A is defined by 
$A = (P2,P2 °P,}, 
$~ = (PI op, ,  $~o (P2 °PI ,Pz)) .  
It immediately follows that 
$A o (If0 ..... f , ,  g], h) = If0 ..... f , _ , ,  h, g]. 
Now we proceed by defining ~M] A for A C Ob(C). IMV: U A ~ U, where 
n = max{i[ v i occurs (free or bound) in M}. 
(Convention max O = --1.) 
For notational simplicity we suppress mention of A. So in the next 
definition all ~M~'s should be correctly "typed." 
7.4. DEFINITION. IMI is defined by induction on M 
~Vn~ =Pl opt,  
Ico~ = ~ o !, 
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IMN~ = ~M~ . [N~, 
~2v, . M] = i o A(~M] o $,). 
7.5. FACT. We have the following correspondence of this new and the 
oM interpretation: 
Let IAI~_FV(M), then [M L : [M~ r o e a. Here 9.~ = ]rca~o' ~z~,...,a :za,,,, .'l 
with n = max{il v i E Var(M)} and 7~ a is defined to be an arbitrary map if oi 
v~d.  
7.6. Remark. In the case of a CCM we have the interesting situation 
that IM~ really does not depend on the chosen object A. This means that in 
this case Definition 7.4 is a completely rigorous definition without paying 
any attention to the object A. 
8. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
As we have seen there are essentially three different ways to look at a 2- 
calculus model. Any of these has its own advantages and disadvantages. 
We have the environmental structures, such as pseudomodels and models, 
which are very convenient when considering "termmodels." On the other 
hand the definition is quite syntactical. 
In the second place we have the algebraic models: 2-algebras and ,1,- 
models. These models bring out the first order character of ;~-calculus and its 
relation to combinatory logic very clearly. But in general it is extremely hard 
to show directly that a certain structure satisfies the Curry-axioms for a 2- 
algebra. Up till now there is no good explanation for the particular forms of 
these axioms. 
Third, we considered categorical models. There are two good reasons for 
considering these: first, 2-calculus is a theory of functions and categories 
model some generalized ideas about functions; second, k-calculus has an 
intensional character which is a feature of categories too. In general the 
"modeldefinition" is quite technical and complex, but in the special case of 
concrete categories the definitions reduce considerably as will be illustrated 
below. The categorical approach as been shown fruitful for the construction 
of the mathematical models, known up till now. 
Now let us consider the concrete case. 
8.1. DEFINITION. A ccc C is called strictly concrete if there exists a 
functor F: C ~ Set such that 
(i) F is faithful. 
(ii) F preserves the terminal object, products and projections. 
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(iii) For all A, B ~ Ob(C): 
F(B A) c_ F(B) r(A) 
F(evA, ) = eVFA,V , ~ F(B A) × F(A). 
(iv) F is full on every Homc(T ,A  ). 
Note that we have F(A ( f ) )  = A (F(f)) .  Now let C be strictly concrete via 
F. Let (U, i, j) be a special object in C. Define 0 = F(U), [] = F(i) 
a .  b = F( j )(a)(b) for a, b E 0. 
Let ~M~F=F(~M~i ) ( , )~  0, where g '= {,} in Set, and r ( f i (x ) ) ( , )=p(x) ,  
p: Vars~ U. Because of 8.1(i), (iv) this new interpretation is equivalent to 
the original one. But now we have the following easy inductive definition for 
IMp;. 
8.2. THEOREM. In the concrete ease we have 
(i) 
( i i )  ~ca]]o F = a 
(iii) IMN~ F = ~M~ F. IN~ F 
(iv) 12v, . M~eo = [J(gd . ~M~F(v,/e,). 
Proof. Easy calculations; let us do (iv): 
Write d for the element in Homc(T, U) satisfying F(d) ( * )= d, where 
dC0.  
~2vn " M~o "= F(i o A ( IML :v ,  ) o f ia)( , )  
= [](A (F(~M~ a ;~,))(pa )) 
= [2(~,d. r(~ML;,, ,)(p(v,/d)a:",))  
= D(~,d. F(~M~a;vo fi(vn/d)a;v')(*)) 
= O(~,d.F(~M~t;(~,/a))(*)) 
= U](~,d. IM~Fp(v,/d)). | 
8.3. EXAMPLES. Consider the category CPO of complete partial orders. 
This is a strictly concrete category via the usual forgetful functor. In this 
category there are several interesting objects 
(i) ~o  = (P~o, graph, fun), the graph-model, see Scott (1976). 
(ii) ©o~ = (D~, qt, ~,), see Scott (1972). 
(iii) T~o=(Pco2, graph, fun), see Plotkin (1978), Barendregt and 
Longo (1980). 
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